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Obtain Insights Into Your Data 
Generate Additional Revenue Streams 

 
Data Mining  |  Dashboards  |  Reports  |  More 

Try before you buy 
One month of MedixSphere® MVS  on us, and if decide it’s 
not the correct solution for your practice let us know without 
obligation. 

 
New medical subscription practices only 

Includes: MVS Pre-defined + two custom* rulesets 
This offer subject to expire without prior notice 

 
*Subject to prior approval, ancillary services only. Non CMS related (HEDIS, Stars, etc)  

https://www.medixsphere.com
https://www.medixsphere.com/


* All logos copyright of their respective owners. 

Obtain Insights Into Your Data 
 

MedixSphere® is a multi-engine AI platform that uses data models to generate additional revenue streams 
 

MedixSphere® MVS Engine analyzes patient information from EHR databases and provides Gap In Care (GIC), radi-
ology studies, and other preventive & ancillary service recommendations; all based on your practice requirements and 
while the patient is already in the clinic.   It includes pre-defined data models with the ability to add practice specific 
ones.  Customizable models, close some GIC, optional HCC R-Engine, generate new appointments, an increase in rev-
enue and possible incentive payments, MedixSphere® MVS is your solution. 
 
The HCC R-Engine, Hierarchical Condition Category, analyzes patient's data and advises practitioner of HCC Dx coding 
gaps.  This optional add-on is included during your free month trial. 
 
With the Reporting Engine you will be able to run all the reports we make for you on demand.  
• Patient call lists based on MVS rule-sets, demographics, diseases, meds, labs, last appointment dates, missing 

future appointments, etc. 

• Billing ad-hoc reporting:  If your PM billing reports are overwhelming or not providing what you need, we can cre-

ate a custom solution. 

• Most data mining extracts can be turned into on-demand reports. 

 

Dashboard Engine, graphs and reports in one page.  Do you have a custom request?  We can make it a reality. 

• MVS Today is a simple to read dashboard that allows you to forecast your coming days in advance. 

• MyPractice Today is a 90-day billing performance recap dashboard.  See how many charity visits have been done, 

which is very useful.  It also has revenue brackets between CPT codes. 

 

Don’t overwhelm your practice with a new complicated workflow.  MVS is a simple to use platform.   

With as few as 3 clicks your report prints. 
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